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Read the passage. Then answer the questions below: 

The French Sculptor Fredic Auguste Bartholdi was assigned to design and 

complete a sculpture within 1876, so that it could be a gift for the Americans on 

the occasion of celebrating the hundred years of the American Declaration of 

Independence. The statue was a joint venture between the USA and France. The 

French people would build the statue and assemble it in the States, and the 

people of the USA were to build the pedestal for the statue.  

Raising money for the pedestal was completed in August 1885. The 

construction of the pedestal was finished in April 1886. In the meantime, France 

completed the Statue in July 1884. They sent it to New York on board the 

French war ship „Isere‟ in 1885. While transporting the statue, it was split up 

into 350 individual pieces and packed in 214 crates. 

It took four months to put the Statue together and place it on the pedestal. 

Thousands of people saw the unveiling ceremony of the Statue of Liberty on 

October 28th 1886. It was centennial gift ten years late.  

The Freedom that the Statue stands for is not stationary. The broken chain 

wrapped around her feet, protruding from the bottom of her robe, symbolizes 

her free forward movement, enlightening the world with her torch, free from 

oppression and slavery.  

 The Statue's original torch was the first part constructed in 1876. It was 

replaced by a new copper torch covered in 24K gold leaf in 1984.  The torch is 

lighted by flood light at night.  The original torch is currently located in the 

lobby of the monument.  Access to the torch has been closed since 1916.  

 From October 28, 2011, on her 125th anniversary, the Statue of Liberty was 

named “Liberty Enlightening the World Wide Web”. The credit goes to a series 

of new web cams placed around her torch. Several amazing views will be just a 

click of a mouse away. On clear days, three cameras provide unobstructed scenes 

and views. Two cameras provide an ultra wide-angle interactive view of the 

famous golden torch. The remaining camera looks downwards towards the crown 

of The Statue of Liberty, her face, the tablet she is holding from your computer or 

smart phone. So a person can have access to the web cam‟s live feed of The 

Statue of Liberty from anywhere in the world. 

1. Choose the correct answer from the following alternatives. 7 

 i. Which of the following has the closest meaning of the „sculpture‟? 

  a. statue b. Home c. Building d. Temple 

 ii. …… is the designer of the Statue of Liberty. 

  a. Louis I Khan   b. F. Rahman  

  c. Fredic Auguste Bartholdi. d. Joynal Abedin 

 iii. What does the chain of the statue symbolize? 

  a. Free   b. Advancement of freedom  

  c. Slavery  d. Freedom from slavery. 

 iv. Remaining stands for– 

  a. main  b. all  c. rest of  d. principal 

 v. In the passage the word „downward‟ means– 

  a. above b. below c. top  d. upward.  

 vi. Frederic Auguste Bartholdi dealt with– 

  a. statue   b. effigy  

  c. sculpture   d. all the options 

 vii. The statue of liberty is a joint venture between…... 

  a. UK and France  b. USA and France  

c. USA and UK   d. UK and USA 

2. Answer the following questions. 10 

 a. Who was engaged to design and complete a sculpture? 

 b. Who financed the pedestal and installation of the monument? 

 c. When did they complete the construction of the pedestal? 

 d. How was the statue transported? 

 e. What is the new torch made of? 

3. Read the following text and fill in each gap with a suitable word based 

on the information of the text.  05 

Fish population is in serious danger from global warming. Climate change is 

increasing the water temperature in rivers, lakes and seas. This means there is less 

food and oxygen available for fish. It also means the fish may not grow fully and 

may have fewer offspring. Some fishes will become extinct if temperatures rise 

even by one or two degrees.  

Climate change increases the pressure on fish population. Fishes are one of the 

world‟s most valuable biological assets. Forty percent of people in the world eat fish 

as their main source of protein. If we fail to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, we 

will increase the pressures on fish. As a result, people who depend on fish will 

suffer from hunger and poverty. 

It is (a) _____ from the passage that global warming is (b) _____ a great threat 

for fish population. (c) ______ to global warming, food production and oxygen 

(d) _____ in water decrease. As a result, some fish may be extract (e) ____ 

Read the passage and answer the following question below (4-5) 

Global warming is the rise in the average temperature of the earth atmosphere 

caused by due to increasing concentration of green house gases in the 

atmosphere of the earth. These greenhouse gases are mostly produced as a result 

of human activity. Global warming has lately become a serious issue, which 



 

threats to disrupt the basic balanced of the environment and causes large scale 

destruction. Ecological systems are the very foundation of our society in 

science, agriculture, social and economic planning. Environment balance is very 

important to survive. Greenhouse gasses produce the greenhouse effect which 

traps hit near the earth‟s surface maintaining a relative constant temperature. 

However, many human activities increase the amount of greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere. As concentrations increase the temperature of the earth also rise. 

The potential impact of climate change on agriculture is also a great concern. 

An authoritative international study of the impacts of global warming on food 

security concludes that as many as 63 to 369 million additional people could be 

at risk of hunger by 2060 if global warming is not controlled.  

4. Complete the table below with information from the passage. 5 

Who/What Reason Description 

Global warming (i) ……… (ii) ………… 

Environment balance  (iii) ………. 

Amount of greenhouse (iv) ………. in the atmosphere 

(v) ……….. on agriculture a great concern 

 5. Write a summary of the passage in no more that gals 100 wards.  10 

6. Match the parts of sentence given on Column „A‟ „B‟ and „C‟ to write 

five complete sentences.  05 

Column A Column B Column C 

a. Hamlet i. very fond of games i. wanted to take 

revenge 

b. He was ii. was the prince of  ii. his mother married 

his uncle Claudius  

c. His father  iii. and so he was more 

sad when 

iii. Denmark 

d. He was iv. was treacherously 

killed 

iv. his wicked and 

cunning uncle 
e. He loved his father 

more than anything in 

the world.  

v. a brave boy who v. and pasture   

7. Put the following parts of the story in correct order to make the whole 

story. Only the corresponding number of the sentences need to be 

writer.  08 

a. He graduates from the Govt. School of Art in Kalkata.  

b. He is recognized as the most valuable painter of Bangladesh.  

c. He died of long cancer.  

d. Zainul Abedin was born in 1914 in kishoreganj.  

e. Still now he is referred with great respect as Shilpacharya in 

Bangladesh.   

f.  He is also the pioneer of Bangladeshi modern art.  

g. He was also appointed as a teacher there.  

h. He is highly admired for his Bengal “Femine sketches.  

8. Write a paragraph on “Email” with the help of the following questions. 

 10 

a. What is Email ? 

b. What are the things required for Email ? 

c. How does it work? 

d. What are its benefits? 

e. How it is more secured ? 

9. Read the beginning of the following story and complete it in your own 

way. Give it a title. 10 

 A long time ago, the town of Hamelin in Germany was faced with a great 

problem. It became full of rats. The rats were so big and fierce that they 

fought the dogs, killed the cats and bit the babies in the cradles. They are ----

--------------------------------------------------  

10.  The graph below shows the number of telephone and Mobile Phone 

users from 2001 to 2014. Describe the graph in 150 words. You should 

highlight and summarize the information given in the graph. 10 

 

11. Write a letter to your friend discribing street accident. 10 

Or, Write an-email to your friend about the picnic you enjoyed. 

12. Write a dialogue between two friends about city and rural life.10 

  

 

 


